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Discussion Document

 

Clarence Glacken’s study of the ancient origins of environmental thought in the western tradition is 

essential reading for anyone interested in environmental history. In this extract he shows that the 

ancients continued to exert an influence well into the modern era. 

The thinkers of antiquity developed conceptions of the earth as a fit environment for human life and 

human cultures whose force was still felt in the nineteenth century. The conception of a designee 

earth was strongest among the Academic and Stoic philosophers, but even among the Epicureans 

there could exist a harmony between man and nature, orderly even if not a product of design. 

Geographically, it was a most important idea: if there were harmonious relationships in nature 

(granting the necessary but subordinate role of struggle and evil) of which man was a part, the 

spatial distribution of plants, animals, and man conformed to and gave evidence of this plan; there 

was a place for everything and everything was in its place. It is assumed the adaptation of all forms 

of life to the arrangements of nature found on the earth.  

Furthermore, this conception was hospitable to our two divergent if not contradictory ideas: the 

influence of the environment on man, and man’s ability to change it to his own uses. The first could 

be accommodated by pointing to evidence of design in the different climates of the earth and the 

peoples, plants, and animals living in them an adapted to them. So could the second. Man, as the 

highest being of creation, changes nature – even improves it – through art and invention; his 

habitats, in Strabo’s words, show that art is in partnership with nature. His environments may be 

those of art – the towns and cities, centuriation, clearings, irrigation works, farming and viticulture – 

but they are really products of his divinely endowed intelligence; his inventions, tools, and 

techniques spring from a higher creative source as he improves and brings the pristine earth to a 

finished state. . . . 

The influence of these classical ideas was exerted in part through Christian theology and the writings 

of the early Church Fathers. Judeo-Christian ideas of the earth, however, must also be considered, 

for the modern fusion of the two traditions produced concepts of the earth as a habitable planet 

which served men well into the nineteenth century. The physico-theologists of the seventeenth, 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries looked with respect on the Platonic and Stoic thinkers, but they 

had a Christian God and their synthesis had the headier ingredients of classical thought, Christian 

theology, and modern science. 
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